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Abstract: 

The term “cloud computing” has emerged as a major ICT trend and has been 

acknowledged by respected industry survey organizations as a key technology and 

market development theme for the industry and ICT users in 2010. In Cloud 

Computing intrusion detection research, one popular strategy for finding attacks is 

monitoring a cloud’s activity for anomalies: deviations from profiles of normality 

previously learned from benign traffic typically identified using tools borrowed from 

the machine learning community. However, despite extensive academic research one 

finds a striking gap in terms of actual deployments of such systems: compared with 

other intrusion detection approaches, machine learning is rarely employed in 

operational “real world” settings. We examine the differences between the cloud 

computing intrusion detection problem and other areas where machine learning  

regularly finds much more success. Our main claim is that the task of finding attacks 

is fundamentally different from these other applications, making it significantly harder 

for the intrusion detection community to employ machine learning effectively. We 

support this claim by identifying challenges particular to cloud computing intrusion 

detection, and provide a set of guidelines meant to strengthen future research on 

anomaly detection.  
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1. Introduction  

“Cloud computing” is essentially composed of a large-scale distributed and virtual 

machine computing infrastructure. This new paradigm delivers a large pool of virtual and  

dynamically scalable resources including computational power, storage, hardware 

platforms and applications to users via Internet technologies. Private and public 

organizations alike can make use of such cloud systems and services while many 

advantages may be derived when migrating all or some information ser-vices to the 

cloud computing environment. Examples of these benefits include increases in flexibility 

and budgetary savings through minimization of hardware and software investments.  

Cloud computing is internet based computing where virtual shared servers provide 

software, infrastructure, platform, devices and other resources and hosting to customer as 

a service on pay-as you-use basis.  

 
Figure 1 

 

2.Cloud Computing  

Traditionally, cloud computing intrusion detection systems (CIDS) are broadly classified 

based on the style of detection they are using: systems relying on misuse-detection 

monitor activity with precise descriptions of known malicious behavior, while anomaly-

detection systems have a notion of normal activity and flag deviations from that profile. 

Both approaches have been extensively studied by the research community for many 

years. However, in terms of actual deployments, we observe a striking imbalance: in  

operational settings, of these two main classes we find almost exclusively only misuse 

detectors in use—most commonly in the form of signature systems that scan cloud’s 

traffic for characteristic byte sequences. This situation is somewhat striking when 

considering the success that machine-learning—which frequently forms the basis for 

anomaly-detection—sees in many other areas of computer science, where it often results 
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in large-scale deployments in the commercial world. Examples from other domains 

include product recommendations systems such as used by Amazon [4] and Netflix [5]; 

optical character recognition systems (e.g., [6], [7]); natural  

language translation [8]; and also spam detection, as an  

example closer to home [9].  

In this paper we set out to examine the differences between the intrusion detection 

domain and other areas where machine learning is used with more success. Our main 

claim is that the task of finding attacks is fundamentally different from other 

applications, making it significantly harder for the intrusion detection community to 

employ machine learning effectively. Believe that a significant part of the problem 

already originates in the premise, found in virtually any relevant textbook, that anomaly 

detection is suitable for finding novelattacks; Argue that this premise does not hold with 

the generality commonly implied. Rather, the strength of machine-learning tools is 

finding activity that is similar to something previously seen, without the need however to 

precisely describe that activity up front (as misuse detection must).  

 

3.Challenges Of Cloud Computing  

The challenges of cloud computing includes:  

 A very high cost of errors;  

 lack of training data; 

  a semantic gap between results and their operational interpretation; 

 enormous variability in input data; and  

 fundamental difficulties for conducting sound evaluation.  

 

While these challenges may not be surprising for those who have been working in the 

domain for some time, they can be easily lost on newcomers. To address them, we deem 

it crucial for any effective deployment to acquire deep, semantic insight into a system’s 

capabilities and limitations, rather than treating the system as a black box as 

unfortunately often seen. We stress that we do not consider machine-learning an 

inappropriate tool for intrusion detection. Its use requires care, however: the more crisply 

one can define the context in which it operates, the better promise the results may hold. 

Likewise, the better we understand the semantics of the detection process, the more 

operationally relevant the system will be. Consequently, we also present a set of 
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guidelines meant to strengthen future intrusion detection research. Throughout the 

discussion, we frame our mindset around on the goal of using an anomaly detection 

system effectively in the “real world”, i.e., in large-scale, operational environments. We 

focus on cloud computing intrusion detection as that is our main area of expertise, 

though we believe that similar arguments hold for host-based systems. For ease of 

exposition we will use the term anomaly detection somewhat narrowly to refer to 

detection approaches that rely primarily on machine-learning. By “machine-learning” we 

mean algorithms that are first trained with reference input to “learn” its specifics (either 

supervised or unsupervised), to then be deployed on previously unseen input for the 

actual detection process. While our terminology is deliberately a bit vague, we believe it 

captures what many in the field intuitively associate with the term “anomaly detection”.  

We structure the remainder of the paper as follows. In Section II, we begin with a brief 

discussion of machine learning as it has been applied to intrusion detection in the past. 

We then in Section III identify the specific challenges machine learning faces in our 

domain. In Section IV we present recommendations that we hope will help to strengthen  

future research, and we briefly summarize in Section V.  

 

4. Machine Learning In Intrution Detection  

Anomaly detection systems find deviations from expected behavior. Based on a notion of 

normal activity, they report deviations from that profile as alerts. The basic assumption  

underlying any anomaly detection system—malicious activity exhibits characteristics not 

observed for normal usage— was first introduced by Denning in her seminal  

work on the host-based IDES system [10] in 1987. To capture normal activity, IDES 

used a combination of statistical metrics and profiles. Since then, many more  

approaches have been pursued. Often, they borrow schemes from the machine learning 

community, such as information theory [12], neural networks [13], support  

vector machines [14], genetic algorithms [15], artificial immune systems [16], and many 

more. In our discussion, we focus on anomaly detection systems that utilize such  

machine learning approaches. Chandola et al. provide a survey of anomaly detection in 

[17], including other areas where similar approaches are used, such as monitoring  

credit card spending patterns for fraudulent activity. While in such applications one is 

also looking for outliers, the data tends to be much more structured. For example, the 

space for representing credit card transactions is of relatively low dimensionality and 

semantically much more well-defined than network traffic [18]. Anomaly detection 
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approaches must grapple with a set of well-recognized problems [19]: he detectors tend 

to generate numerous false positives; attack-free data for training is hard to find; and 

attackers can evade detection by gradually teaching a system to accept malicious activity 

as benign. Our discussion in this paper aims to develop a different general point: that 

much of the difficulty with anomaly detection systems stems from using tools borrowed 

from the machine learning community in inappropriate ways. Compared to the extensive 

body of research, anomaly detection has not obtained much traction in the “real world”. 

Those systems found in operational deployment are most commonly based on statistical 

profiles of heavily aggregated traffic [21]. While highly helpful, such devices operate 

with a much more specific focus than with the generality that research papers often 

envision. We see this situation as suggestive that many anomaly detection systems from 

the academic world do not live up to the requirements of operational settings.  

 

5.Challenges Of Using Machine Learning  

In the following identify the unique challenges anomaly detection faces when operating 

on cloud traffic. We note that our examples from other domains are primarily for  

illustration, as there is of course a continuous spectrum for many of the properties 

discussed (e.g., spam detection faces a similarly adversarial environment as intrusion 

detection does). We also note that we are cloud security researchers, not experts on 

machine-learning, and thus we argue mostly at an intuitive level rather than attempting to 

frame our statements in the formalisms employed for machine learning. However, based 

on discussions with colleagues who work with machine learning on a daily basis, we 

believe these intuitive arguments match well with what a more formal analysis would 

yield.  

 

5.1.Outlier Detection  

Fundamentally, machine-learning algorithms excel much better at finding similarities 

than at identifying activity that does not belong there: the classic machine learning  

application is a classification problem, rather than discovering meaningful outliers as 

required by an anomaly detection system [22]. Consider product recommendation 

systems such as that used by Amazon [4]: it employs collaborative altering; matching 

each of a user’s purchased (or positively rated) items with other similar products,  

where similarity is determined by products that tend is bought together. In some sense, 

outlier detection is also a classification problem: there are two classes, “normal” and “not 
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normal”, and the objective is determining which of the two more likely matches an 

observation. However, a basic rule of machine-learning is that one needs to train a 

system with specimens of all classes, and, crucially, the number of representatives found 

in the training set for each class should be large [23].  

 

6.2.High Cost of Errors  

In intrusion detection, the relative cost of any misclassification is extremely high 

compared to many other machine learning applications. A false positive requires 

spending expensive analyst time examining the reported incident only to eventually 

determine that it reflects benign underlying activity. As argued by Axelsson, even a very  

small rate of false positives can quickly render a CIDS (Cloud Intrusion Detection 

System) unusable [24]. False negatives, on the other hand, have the potential to cause 

serious damage to an organization: even a single compromised system can seriously 

undermine the integrity of the IT infrastructure.  

 

6.3.Semantic Gap  

Anomaly detection systems face a key challenge of transferring their results into 

actionable reports for the network operator. In many studies, we observe a lack of this 

crucial final step, which we term the semantic gap. Unfortunately, in the intrusion 

detection community we find a tendency to limit the evaluation of anomaly detection 

systems to an assessment of a system’s capability to reliably identify deviations from the 

normal profile. While doing so indeed comprises an important ingredient for a sound 

study, the next step then needs to interpret the results from an operator’s point of view—

“What does it mean?”  

 

Answering this question goes to the heart of the difference between findings “abnormal 

activity” and “attacks”. Those familiar with anomaly detection are usually the first to 

acknowledge that such systems are not targeting to identify malicious behavior but just 

report what has not been seen before, whether benign or not.  

When addressing the semantic gap, one consideration is the incorporation of local 

security policies. While often neglected in academic research, a fundamental observation  

about operational networks is the degree to which they differ: many security constraints 

are a site-specific property. Activity that is fine in an academic setting can be banned in 
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an cloud enterprise network; and even inside a single organization, department policies 

can differ widely. Thus, it is crucial for a CIDS to accommodate such differences.  

 

6.4.Diversity of Network Traffic  

Network traffic often exhibits much more diversity than people intuitively expect, which 

leads to misconceptions about what anomaly detection technology can realistically 

achieve in operational environments. Even within a single network, the network’s most 

basic characteristics—such as bandwidth, duration of connections, and application mix— 

can exhibit immense variability, rendering them unpredictable over short time intervals 

(seconds to hours).  

Finally, we note that traffic diversity is not restricted to packet-level features, but extends 

to application-layer information as well, both in terms of syntactic and semantic  

variability.  

 

7.Recommendations For Using  

 

7.1.Machine Learning  

In light of the points developed above, we now formulate guidelines that we hope will 

help to strengthen future research on anomaly detection. We note that we view these  

guidelines as touchstones rather than as firm rules; there is certainly room for further 

discussion within the wider intrusion detection community. If we could give only one 

recommendation on how to improve the state of anomaly detection research, it would be: 

Understand what the system is doing.  

 

  

7.2.Understanding the Threat Model  

Before starting to develop an anomaly detector, one needs to consider the anticipated 

threat model, as that establishes the framework for choosing trade-offs. Questions to  

address include:  

 

7.2.1.What Kind Of Environment Does The System Target?  

Operation in a small cloud network faces very different challenges than for a large 

enterprise or backbone network; academic environments impose different requirements 

than commercial enterprises.  
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7.2.2.What Do Miss Attacks Cost?  

Possible answers ranges from “very little” to “lethal.” A  site’s determination will 

depend on its security demands as well as on other deployed attack detectors.  

 

7.2.3.Keeping The Scope Narrow  

It is crucial to have a clear picture of what problem a system targets: what specifically 

are the attacks to be detected? The more narrowly one can define the target activity; the 

better one can tailor a detector to its specifics and reduce the potential for 

misclassifications. Of course machine-learning is not a “silver bullet” guaranteed to 

appropriately match a particular detection task. Thus, after identifying the activity to 

report, the next step is a neutral assessment of what constitutes the right sort of tool for 

the task; in some cases it will be an anomaly detector, but in others a rule-based approach 

might hold more promise. A common pitfall is starting with the premise to use machine  

learning (or, worse, a particular machine-learning approach) and then looking for a 

problem to solve.  

 

7.3.Reducing the Costs  

Anecdotally, the number one complaint about anomaly detection systems is the 

excessive number of false positives they commonly report.  

 

7.4.Evaluation  

 Working with data: The single most important step for sound evaluation concerns 

obtaining appropriate data to work with. The “gold standard” here is obtaining 

access to a dataset containing real network traffic from as large an environment 

as possible; and ideally multiple of these from different networks. Work with 

actual traffic greatly strengthens a study, as the evaluation can then demonstrate 

how well the system should work in practice. In our experience, the best way to 

obtain such data is to provide a clear benefit in return to the network’s operators; 

either, ideally, by research that aims to directly help to improve operations, or by 

exchanging the access for work on an unrelated area of importance to the 

operators.  

 Understanding results: The most important aspect of interpreting results is to 

understand their origins. A sound evaluation frequently requires relating input 
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and output on a very low-level. Researchers need to manually examine false 

positives. If when doing so one cannot determine why the system incorrectly 

reported a particular instance, this indicates a lack of insight into the anomaly 

detection system’s operation.  

 

8.Conclusion  

The security of cloud computing is a new research area requiring more input from both 

the academic and industrial communities. Our work examines the surprising imbalance 

between the extensive amounts of research on machine learning-based anomaly detection 

pursued in the academic intrusion detection community, versus the lack of 

operationaldeployments of such systems. We argue that this discrepancy stems in large 

part from specifics of the problem domain that make it significantly harder to apply 

machine learning effectively than in many other areas of computer science where such 

schemes are used with greater success.  

To overcome the challenges of cloud computing, provide a set of guidelines for applying 

machine learning to cloud intrusion detection. In particular, we argue for the importance 

of obtaining insight into the operation of an anomaly detection system in terms of its 

capabilities and limitations from an operational point of view. It is crucial to 

acknowledge that the nature of the domain is such that one can always find schemes that 

yield marginally better curves than anything else has for a specific given setting. Such  

results however do not contribute to the progress of the field without any semantic 

understanding of the gain. We hope for this discussion to contribute to strengthening 

future research on anomaly detection by pinpointing the fundamental challenges it faces. 

We stress that we do not consider our discussion as final, and we look forward to then 

intrusion detection community engaging in an ongoing dialog on this topic.  
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